A near-infrared rhodamine-based lysosomal pH probe and its application in lysosomal pH rise during heat shock.
Heat shock is a potentially fatal condition characterized by high body temperature (>40 °C), which may lead to physical discomfort and dysfunctions of organ systems. Acidic pH environment in lysosomes can activate enzymes, thus facilitating the degradation of proteins in cellular metabolism. Owing to the lack of a practical research tool, it remains difficult to exploit relationship between heat shock and lysosome. Herein, a NIR lysosomal pH chemosensor (NRLH) was developed. One typical lysosome-locating group, morpholine, was incorporated into NRLH. The fluorescence intensity showed pH-dependent characteristics and responded sensitively to pH fluctuations in the pH range of 3.0-5.5. NRLH with a pKa of 4.24 displayed rapid response and high selectivity for H+ among common species. We also demonstrated NRLH was capable of targeting lysosomes. Importantly, NRLH was applied in cellular imaging and the data revealed that lysosomal pH increased but never decreased during the heat shock. Therefore, NRLH may act as an effective molecular tool for exploring the mechanisms of heat-related pathology in bio-systems.